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As most Society members already know, the ongoing shortage of nurses, technicians, medical
secretaries and other health care professionals has forced medical facilities increasingly to fill positions
with temporary personnel through contractual arrangements with staffing firms. The Joint Commission’s
certification program, launched in October 2004, offers an independent, comprehensive evaluation of a
medical staffing firm's abilities to provide competent staffing services.
In order to serve its clients better, Winston, in business since 1967, underwent an on-site review of its
compliance with national standards addressing how staffing firms determine the qualifications and
competency of their staff, how they place their staff and how they monitor staff’s performance.

“Winston’s JCAHO Certification recognizes our dedication to delivering medical staff qualified
to provide safe, high quality care to patients” says Todd Kaye, President of Winston Support
Services, LLC. “We’re proud to receive the Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval™.”

“Health care organizations that contract with Winston can look to this certification as an
assurance that Winston demonstrates a commitment to providing and continuously improving
quality services,” says Michele Sacco, M.S., Executive Director, Health Care Staffing Services
Certification, Joint Commission.

Additionally, as the medical staffing firm authorized by the Medical Society for the County of Kings,
Winston is pleased to offer all members

D I S C O U N T E D R A T E S !

Awarded Gold Star Certification
from The Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

This can be used for any temporary and / or permanent staffing need - thanks to your Society
membership!
The Medical Society of the County of Kings can take advantage of Winston’s various staffing
options: temporary, permanent, temp-to-perm and payroll transfer programs. In addition, as
Winston is JCAHO certified, you can be assured that all of its candidates are selected and prescreened for proper licensure, background checks ( criminal and educational ), references, skills,
physicals ( including PPDs and ten panel toxicology screens ).

FOR MORE INFORMATION - PLEASE CONTACT

Ivy Kramer, MSW, CSW
212.687.4667
ikramer@winstonstaffing.com

Winston has a dedicated hotline for Society members at 212.687.4667. We’d be very happy to
visit your office and discuss the many ways Winston can meet your staffing needs efficiently and
cost effectively. We have locations in Manhattan, Long Island and New Jersey ready to fill your
most intricate medical staffing needs.

